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RARE KOREAN SCREEN PAINTING, IMPORTANT BAROQUE DRAWING,
SHEELER DRAWING JOIN THE MUSEUM COLLECTION

(Cleveland, OH) — The Cleveland Museum of Art has placed on public view for the first time a

selection of its most recent purchases. Most important are a rare 19th-century Korean six-fold screen

showing a multitude of gibbons in a fanciful landscape; a drawing for the head of an angel by

baroque master Pietro da Cortona; and a highly finished colored drawing by American modernist

Charles Sheeler of a brand new Ford airplane under construction. These acquisitions will remain on

view for about three months.

Museum director Robert P. Bergman says of these additions:

It's always a pleasure to announce our newest acquisitions. The monkey screen is

among the most significant paintings from Korea in the collection, and the frolicking

creatures depicted are as charming as any of the beautifully portrayed animals in the

Asian collections. Pietro da Cortona's delicate drawing for one of the sublime

angelic faces in the frescoes of the Chiesa Nuova in Rome now takes its place with

2^ the museum's baroque drawings by Poussin and- Carracci^amang others. The

Sheeler and the Thomas Hart Benton drawing we acquirol last December are a pair

of important drawings acquired within a year by two of the greatest 20th-century

American painters. At this same time, we also continued to add to the museum's

holdings of rare prints and early photographs.

The newly acquired screen painting. Gibbons in a Landscape, is a product of Korea's

official painting tradition, in which images depicting auspicious symbols and landscapes were

commissioned and sanctioned by such government bureaus as the Office of Daoist Rituals or Office

of Heavenly Patterns to serve as ritual “furniture” for court life at Seoul. According to Michael

Cunningham, curator of Japanese and Korean art at the museum, this example is one of the most

extraordinary and beguiling portrayals of the Daoist vision of the land of immortals in all East Asian

painting, combining as it does a terrain of mysteriously irrational artistic perspectives with a

population of nearly fifty lively, meticulously rendered, human-like gibbons in a wide variety of

solitary and group poses, around a central waterfall, (Gibbons are small tree-dwelling apes from

Southeast Asia.) Contributing to the rarity of the museum's new screen, in addition to its extremely

unusual iconography, are its well-preserved traditional Korean mounting fabrics and support

structure.
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cma / recent acquisitions -- 2

Head ofan Angel was first recognized in modem times as a major drawing by Pietro da

Cortona when it appeared in an auction in 1979. Now universally accepted as a beautiful and

moving example of this baroque master's draftsmanship, it is a perfect complement to the museum's

other da Cortona drawing, a biblical scene from the life of King Solomon acquired about ten years

ago. The newly acquired work is related to a fresco decoration executed by da Cortona in the Chiesa

Nuova (Santa Maria in Vallicella) in Rome. With the siQrt of Cardinal Francesco Barberini, the

artist was commissioned to paint the ceiling of the sacristy in 1633 and had completed work by

January of the next year. The museum's drawing, one of only two known for the project, is a study

for the central figure, who holds aloft the cross of the crucifixion as smaller cherubs around him in

the sky bear the other instruments of Christ's Passion. The position and expression of the angel's

head in the existing ceiling fresco are very similar to this preparatory drawing.

The vast and mechanized landscape of the Ford Motor Company's River Rouge plant (near

Dearborn, Michigan), its assembly line representing the cornerstone ofmodem industry, remained a

source of inspiration to Charles Sheeler long after he completed a key photography commission for

Ford in 1927. Considered the leading precisionist artist by contemporary critics, Sheeler based such

images as the museum's newly.acquired Moc/erz? Progress in Transportation on photographs,

feeling that this method to be more objective and truthful, and to concentrate on the purity of

the forms he conveyed. Modern Progress in Transportation shows the production, at a facility near

River Rouge, of Ford's tri-motor airplane, the first commercially produced aircraft, Sheeler's

horizontal composition has a cinematic quality, framed to include the tail end of another plane at the

far right, thus emphasizing the main craft's forward movement to completion on the assembly line.

The museum's three other works by Sheeler are all earlier in the artist's oeuvre: the photograph Bucks

County Barn of 1915, the oil painting Church Street El of 1920, md Amaryllis, a pastel from 1924.

In December 1995, the museum acquired another important American drawing, regionalist Thomas

Hart Benton's G.O.P. Convention, Cleveland, 1936.

A late- 18th-century landscape by Louis Belanger, Torrent and Waterfalls in the Alps, has

also been added to the drawings collection. Belanger was internationally known for such gouaches,

whose importance reflected the new popularity of illustrated travel publications. He painted this

grandiose scene ofoverhanging rock formations, rushing waters, a cave, and diminutive human

figures from the inventory of images he created in a decade of travels in Switzerland and Italy, likely

combining picturesque motifs with the tast^f travellers and collectors in mind.
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Two mid- 19th-century photographs expand the number of artists represented in the

^ collection: an albumen print showing a panoramic view of the Syrian coastline by Louis^ Clercq,

whose five-volume Voyage^ Orient is one of the most impressive bodies of photographs of the

Near East taken in the 19th century; and a salt print detail ofAmiens cathedral by Henri Le Secq,

known for his expressive interpretion of isolated fragments of French architecture. The work of

20th-century celebrity portrait photographer Sir Cecil Beaton is also now represented by an

intriguing double portrait of the Honorable Stephen Tennant which captures the young London poet,

artist, and writer posed with a bust of himselfby Sir Jacob Epstein.

A complex four-color chiaroscuro woodcut by 17th-century Flemish printmaker Christoffel

Jegher after a portrait by Rubens ranks with the finest of all prints produced by the northern baroque.

It now joins the print collection, along with the wood engraving Opus Five by Russian-born 20th-

century sculptor Naum Gabo, who inked and printed each of his impressions by hand, achieving in

this image the effect of transparent forms floating in indeterminate space.

The 0e Clercq and the two prints are not yet on view.
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